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Moleology is the study of our-selves, our group and our team peers. It is the perception, reaction and behavior that ultimately determine our 

outcome in the world of sports. Moleology in sports is similar to that of the naked-mole-rat animal and can have a positive outcome not only for 
the individual, players but the entire group of people who participate in the sports event. It is the human understanding of perceiving, reacting 
and compromising behavior where Moleology becomes a goal, reality and success for the common good of all sports participants.   

 
The concept of Moleology has its origins in the naked mole-rat-animal. It is the naked-mole-rat animal contrasted with humans that we can 
examine the tunnels of our own mind similar to paganism. It is when we study ourselves away from objects of desire our environment becomes a 
force in sports benefiting all. It is here through the study of Moleology that Americans can endeavor outer space exploration. The importance of 

Moleology over our digital devices once in a while will allow us to re-connect in sports away from a computer life simulation of today 2017.  
 
Moleology is the driving force historically in individual sports, group sports and in team sports. Moleology has been proven scientifically in 
psychology, cultural anthropology and genetically to benefit all who contribute work to an existing gene pool. In the end it is our need to belong 

as humans that we all have scant moments of Moleology behavior and success at some point in our lives. 
 
Moleology in our digital era and future is only but a variation of original Psychology foundations by our great psychologists. It was here in the 

early eighteen hundreds that interpersonal communication (face to face) was the only way to connect with other human beings.  It is Moleology 
in individual sports, group sports and competitive team sports that play a driving force in the continuation of an ancient behavioral trait. True 
Moleology is more likely to occur when we perceive ourselves realistically to our own needs, needs in relation to others and the needs of our 
natural environment for the common good.  

 

http://www.mole-rat.com/


A brief history of Moleology 
 

+   =   

What is Moleology? Moleology pronunciation (moul-aledji). As of 2016 Moleology is a scientific term from Monk Joneses http:/www.mole-

rat.com used to describe the naked-mole-rat animal’s unusual behavioral trait as a terra fauna animal. Moleology is simply the study of 

psychological perception, reaction and behavior compromising between oneself, the immediate sports environment and /or other group or 
team players in the sport.  Although this study of Moleology can be applied to almost every other aspect of human life on this planet the focus 

here is on sports only. It is our changing environments of indoor and outdoor sports as a result of technology, AI, other advanced sciences and 

pollution of various kinds that humans will have to adapt and find moments of Moleology for Psychological and Physical health. These are the 
real success in today’s world of sports, competition and the common good for all man-kind. By modifying our thinking we modify our 

environment and vice versa we modify our environment we automatically modify our minds to survive. The end goal is to sustain our planet 

through mental discipline, more accurate perception and Moleology to save our planet.  
 

Moleology should be seen as tunneling one’s own mind for mental, physical and peak performance in sports. It is through adjusting, sensing 
and compromising for success that all participants can enjoy part of a success in one form or another not just the victors but non-victors as 

well. Whether we are just challenging one’s self against the odds of nature, with a group of sports enthusiasts against extreme environmental 

conditions or large competition athletic team sports in an arena the end result can be the contribution of eusocial behavior success 
contributing to all for the common good of mankind regardless of who wins or losses. The competitive world of all sports has and will continue 

to change regardless of the competitive world we live in as not all spoils will go to the victor.  In the end it is the above, in-between and below 

that should all contribute, share and win in some respects regardless of our competitive “caste” system of capitalism, technology and wealth 

or no wealth. In Moleology it is often a conscious choice which way to go not any different than East, West, North or South as the answers 

often lie within our perception of logical and scientific facts of what we know by knowledge alone.  Often some of the best knowledge is through 

Moleology behavior. 

 
Moleology is rarely seen in The United States of America. Humans therefore are contrasted here with the naked-mole-rat animal in this 

Journal of Moleology and Psychology so the reader/ viewer can discern more accurately the disparity of our natural environment and 

humans. Moleology in human behavior is compared to the naked-mole-rat animal in its Moleology environment. By looking at a naked-mole-rat 
animal compared to humans as sports players we can better see the deficiency and with less pride involved so as not to be too comparing, 

competitive and shamed in a shameful almost always materialistic world. It is through our examination, research and our own Psychology that 
we can re-learn much that was lost thousands of years ago in ancient civilizations such as Asia, Rome and Atlantis where participants new all 

too well the importance of Moleology in their world of sports, culture and philosophy of life as eusocial civilizations forgotten.  
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What happened to Moleology? A statistical look at the year 2001 to 2017 
Below is a yearly comparison chart of Moleology and its decline from 2001 to 2017 in males, females and teens. Variations in colors are a result of 

Television, Video Games Computers, Lab Tops, Smart Phones, IPhones, Appliances, Starbucks, Microsoft, Hollywood, Movies and new Automobiles. These        statistics clearly 

show the more overt detrimental negative effects of technology as we get older. Please note: This is only a comparison chart with year 2001 
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It was and still is modernization, industrialization and extreme forms of materialism that our ability to communicate through Moleology diminished substantially. Our innate ability to 

understand our own Moleology and that of others is dictated much by our culture, personal choice and environment. The quality of interpersonal communication (face to face talking and 

behavior, not Facebook internet) slowly faded as new fads, objects of desire and devices phased in with no time for self-understanding a necessary requirement Moleology. As we lost much 
of the basic understandings of true Moleology interpersonal communication skills along with basic Psychology diminished substantially in the United States of America. The correlation of a 

changing culture, consumerism as in objects of desire and modern technological times together is seen on the statistics graph below. This graph represents a timeline between 2001 and 2017 
and the decline of eusocial behavior as materialism; technology devices and computer life simulation begin to take total control over American society. In 2017 Moleology is almost non-

existent and the American individual is without a real life. The colored statistics chart below in bright green, red and black point out the yearly decline of Moleology from 2001 to 2017 in males, 

females and teens as a result of Television, Video Games Computers, Lab Tops, Smart Phones, IPhones, Appliances, Starbucks, Microsoft, Hollywood, Movies and new Automobiles. 
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In 2001 the quality of life reduced and Moleology was replaced by computer life simulation, objects of desire like never before and a new belief 

in mostly new unknown friends set in the minds of Americans. Moleology became a computer friend and program through the internet, 
consumerism and objects of desire including technology products and appliances. As the quantity of objects increased in everyone’s life this 

created an extreme order below and chaos above with little balance in-between. This is where man and women alike lost much of their 
Moleology human traits that were originally genetic going back thousands of years. The technological era advanced humans like never before 

at the same time one step back not forward for mankind. It became and still is, what can you as an American do for the digital world not what 

the digital world can do for you as an American. The human needs as Americans to conquer, to win and accumulate brought on a culture that 
changed our attitudes forever at the same time changing our perceptions, reactions, behavior and ultimately our genetics. 

 
Fifty years ago these behavioral traits resembled Moleology for the common good that most always starts in sports, outside extreme sports 

survival and group sports where life depended on communicated social knowledge and the reliance of others  for help often. It doesn’t end here 

thousands of years before agriculture and further back the hunting and gathering era resembled Moleology in many ways on a daily basis. The 
genetic disposition to survive and extreme deprivation of needs let alone no objects of desire or amenities compared to today makes our 

Neanderthal genetic relatives superior to today’s humans in many ways. This progression kept going all the way into the Greek and Roman 
eras.  

 

It is here the behavior associated with Moleology thousands of years ago by our genetic ancestors on far away continents. It was health, 
success in survival and behavior for the common good began initiating some of the greatest most advanced civilizations known to man that 

are now extinct. These were the Atlantis civilizations of yesterday and almost problem free communities that enabled a self-progressing 

Moleological society where humans and sports thrived for better all-around health. It was here in these societies and civilizations that 

competition was uncommon. It was the quality of life and mostly health of each individual in society took precedence over external beauty and 

lavish items where commerce sometimes was second. It was during these times the ability of the average health oriented person and most 

citizens of these lands utilized Moleology on a daily basis as a behavioral trait for survival and sports of any kind. As a result sports became 

the center of attention often dictating Public Policy throughout these civilizations and changing the history books forever.  

 

These times of simplicity and the delicate balance of nature and man that ruled the world helped create the greatest inventions, Art and 

discovery of self-knowledge and Sciences. It was through Moleology that civilizations thrived in sports before objects of desire took control of 

the most advanced civilizations on this planet such as today 2017. But it was and still is the advancement of man’s inventions, the things of life 
or objects of desire that helped pollute our planet, environment and minds reducing Moleology almost to nothing in the United States of 

America. 
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Philosophy of Moleology 
 

   +  =  

The question that we should begin to ask is which way to go? Should our direction be above, in-between or below to make the best decision for 

ourselves, the common good and our planet? Should we head North, East, West or South? The “necessity” of obtaining objects of desire 

(material possessions beyond human need) in 2001 exceeded the human’s natural consumption needs, natural resources and efficiency to 

maintain Moleology in the United States of America. The common mistakes of man whether at the bottom, in-between or the top is all a 

contribution to our planets pollution. Mistakes in our direction mixed in with our compass N, E, W and S give rise to pollution of every 

imaginable kind destroying ourselves, our planet and with no real sports time. It all starts in the mind of man out of pride, self-absorption and 

the goals away from our survival responsibilities of stewardship towards a better planet.  

 

If our quest is to discover Atlantis again it is unlikely due to overpopulation, ignorance and faulty thinking an invention of man’s constant 

mistakes out of greed. The reality is that too much of one direction can throw off the balance of our planet contributing to an unconnected 

world. This is a world of robotic human behavior dictated by our objects of desire, loss of knowledge and the Nano speed of technology very 

few will be ever to keep up with if any at all. What we as humans, may see, perceive or name as social, behavior often understood in 

mainstream America as socialization, socialized or friendly is often mistaken to mean something similar to Moleology which has little relation 

to Moleology except in scant moments of friendly, helpful environmental safe sports . For example Moleology may be understood as a good 

person, one who has it all, a very social person and the list goes on and on to mean one that has good social skills and often more than not 

almost always understood as one that is social which is a misunderstanding and contorted word. True Moleology arrives with those who 

connect with our planet, people who are helpful and communication that has little distortion due to human ’s self-absorption. 

 

Success in health was swiftly diminished by tunnel vision in 2001 rather than a tunneling of our own minds for a more logical future of 
sustainability as is evident seen on a global scale. Chaos reigned everywhere like no other time in the history of the last century in the United 

States of America. This is seen through direct research by investigators in the area of Moleology, experts in the field of the digital world and 

anti-Hollywood ex-movie makers. These outdoor sports experts were well aware of the implications for our youth’s future if the word of 

Moleology did not get out before self-absorption took grips on the mind of some of them.  

 

The effectiveness of Moleology by tunneling, digging and connecting burrows to runways make Moleology an ideal way to view and approach 
sports for simplicity, focus success in sports and health. It is through Moleology that our understanding of Psychology of ones-self, 
communication between our sports peers and our planet should propagate success. The end result should be physical fitness and sports 

performance improvement beyond what most people expect of themselves and others. It is through Moleology that we will come to realize 

success as stability, security and accuracy away from the impediments of manmade inventions.  It is the every-day objects of desire and our 

changing environment natural and man-made that humans and sports participants will have to re-adjust their thinking and perception 

accordingly in our Nano speed of a changing world. It is our well-being, focus and sports activities that can help shape our future again 
through proper perception, reaction and behavior most helpful for the common good as in well-being. 
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The Origins of Eusocial Behavior    
 

  +    =     

Moleology would appear to most humans nothing more than a few scientific observations of extremely primitive simplistic behaviors. An 

example is of a dirt digging animal instinctively and genetically sensing, reacting and compromising to its environment for pure genetic 

survival. This animal was often labeled the dirtiest animal on the planet as well as animal of the year in an American Scientific Journal. 

Because of its unusual nature, habitat in deep dirt and sand tunnels this is one of the least understood animals making it one of the 

misunderstood in the animal kingdom. It is also the most distorted researched animal by Universities all around the planet 

 

Moleology is a variation of psychology that could have existed thousands of years ago or the mimicking of the naked- mole-rat animal’s 

behavior in some ways and interpreted by humans in the form of paganism, art and stories passed on through the elders in those geographical 

areas of the Eastern Grasslands of Africa. From past cultural Anthropological recorded history we can see clearly the pagan rituals, mimicking 

of all sorts of animals and even worshiping of animals all over the planet since the beginning of time shaped man’s destiny forever not only 

genetically but culturally and socially. Moleology as a form of paganism thousands of years ago in all native tribes was no different than 

African and even white visitors and colonizers who migrated to these African continent areas for research and a better life.   

 

This animal’s ability to communicate, forage and live within deprived environments of the most basic necessities to sustain life, is itself the 

essence of its eusocial behavior seen no-where on this planet. These naked-mole-rats are the most cohesive gene pool known on the planet 

working for the common good. It is here that we may discover the true victory in sorts is a world of better mental health, better planetary 

health and simplicity for the maintenance of our future. It is here in the definition of Moleology and the applicability of eusocial behavior that 

can be applied to human beings in the United States and outer planetary exploration. It may be that the United States is not applicable to 

eusocial living being the newest country on earth. This does not mean it can’t be applied to outer planetary exploration let alone sports. The 
aggression of American capitalism makes friendly behavior in many ways not relevant to real helpful psychology, Moleology and ultimately 

very friendly behavior. Now with the technology era in place permanently Moleology in the United States at least may not be possible due to the 

overwhelming barriers of technology, artificial intelligence and population control. At least we can use some Moleology in sports down here, 

in-between and up there.   

 

The behavior of the naked-mole-rat digging, tunneling, foraging, trenching, bur roughing and traversing through dirt walls and tunnels is 
unique in all of the animal kingdom. It is this pink hairless animal that our information highway historically took off the similarities of humans 
trying to become something better than what they are is represented here in these animal behavioral traits. Whether they are workers, a 

queen or sand puppies (babies) they represent in many ways our future on this planet and beyond if we are to survive. Baby naked-mole-rats 

(sand puppies) are Moleologized or genetically and environmentally programmed through the (first five months of life) through a constant 

eusocial environment by the workers and queen mole rat. This contributes to perfect eusocial behavioral traits throughout the ir life span 

never deviating from their gene pool worker status.  
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These naked-mole-rats are the most cohesive gene pool working for the common good on the planet. It is here that we may discover true 

victory in the world of sports for health, simplicity and to save our planet. It is here in the definition of Moleology that the applicability of 
eusocial behavior can be applied to human beings in the United States as Moleology in sports.  

 
The naked-mole-rat animal is an example of evolution through natural selection for pure survival of the species. It is Moleology from natural 

selection of the naked-mole-rat that this animal’s ability to communicate and behave that gives humans an idea about eusocial behavior. This 

animal’s ability to feed and live within a deprived environment of the most basic necessities to sustain itself is the essence of its eusocial 
behavior. This animal exists in the Animalia kingdom known as the naked-mole-rat. This is one of the only four u-social animals on the planet 

next to bees, ants and termites that are exclusive to terra fauna. It is the naked-mole-rat animal that is an example of superior eusocial 
evolution through natural selection for pure survival of the species.  

 

This friendly social trait of the naked-mole-rat animal contrasted next to humans can offer us insight into deficiency in social skills, 
inefficiency in energy consumption and efficacy of socialization in the world of eusocial sports. Unlike the extreme environmental resource 

deprivation and lack of basic requirements to sustain life that the naked-mole rat-lives in humans everywhere cannot compare but in the 
closest confined spaces or stress, human proximity and physical exertion where our objects of desire often impede superiority in sports   

 

From the moment naked-mole-rats are born until their death they never deviate from their environment and gene pool as workers for the 
queen, feeding, digging, sweeping, volcanizing, connecting burrows, and traversing highway to protect the offspring. One may think, believe or 

“know” that these naked-mole-rats resemble humans in many ways but to the contrary they do not. These activities in these dangerous 

environments are all they do as an absolute necessity for survival. One activity that may resemble humans is their ability to work 24/7/365 

other than that commerce and competition is not the norm nor is it a genetic trait.  
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Moleology, Black Rabbit and Objects of Desire. 
 

+    =  

Man and women alike in their quest for the capitalism, consumerism and consumption make Moleology behavior an unlikely factor and trait in 

one’s day to day life as of 2017. The need for excess material wealth and the negative effects of using an extreme amount of earth’s natural 

resources makes the naked-mole-rats behavior far superior than that of humans.  

 

Despite most of our busy schedules for prosperity, success and happiness humans in the United States still lack the most basic common 

sense for the real game in life. As of 2017 and beyond the closest to Moleology behavior we will experience is through all of our digital devices, 

work and the world of computer life simulation 365/24/7. It is the three cultural habits as stated above that make the United States of 

America the most Moleology deprived country on earth. This does not mean it doesn’t exist but we need to study it more in what is left due to 

our own making a complimentary black rabbit due to an extreme excess of goods, things, material wealth or objects of desire. This is black 

rabbit, the opposite equal reaction no different than Issac Newton’s law of Physics where everything in this universe has an equal opposite 

reaction. 

 

Moleology is applicable to most humans throughout all of our lives in scant moments. In the world of sports, we can apply Moleology to the 

behavior of sports where intra-personal communication (communicating with one’s self) and interpersonal communication with another 

human face to face not Facebook). It is the communication of information that propagates Moleology and the non-communication a black 

rabbit! 

 

For a more in-depth understanding of our environment and our-selves Moleology is not a bad idea despite the many other alternatives out 

there. Moleology is often a necessity to participate in most sport activities as understanding our environment and understanding our-selves is 
crucial to synchronicity in sports with other players. Most all of us are conditioned or cultured at a young age how to react, respond and 

socialize with other people. In the sports environments there is no physical room to cling onto ones objects of desire, physical laziness and 

energy unused.  These mental perceptions, behaviors and modern sports cultures have a negative anti-social perception not helpful towards 
humanity, our planet and future. The possibility of un-focused perceiving, reaction and behavior around our immediate environments becomes 

counterproductive to Moleology. It is here in the sluggish behavior of mental and physical un-activity that our black hole becomes more 

relevant and real as we move closer to the black rabbit.  
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Scientifically proved time, space and distance is wasted and utilized unproductively often creating a black hole or black rabbit in the mind and 

environment of the human. It is ultimately due to an extreme amount of inefficiency between humans, objects of desire and lack of self 
Moleology in American culture. It was Einstein’s theory of relativity that space time around earth would be distorted and convoluted as a result 

of the sun light being pulled by a massive black hole created by earth’s rotation. This theory also applies in many was to our American culture 
as the quest and desire for objects often becomes a black hole a black rabbit of no return.  

 

It is sometimes the wasted time, space and distance of energy that could have been used for Moleology behavior. The energy that could have 
been utilized for a positive perception, reaction and behavior becomes directed towards an object or objects that are human made and not in 

synchronicity with all life forms on earth. It is the human mind that naturally twists, distorts and warps perception, percei ving, reaction and 
behavior through the accumulation of objects of desire, lack of knowledge and trends in American culture that always seem to fade into a 

soulless empty space a sort of black rabbit. In the end this becomes destructive towards the common good diminishing any possibility for 

eusocial behavior.  
 

It is this reason through repetitive sports physical training through trial and error that discipline may and often leads to synchronized 
perceiving, reactions and behavior ultimately to success through Moleology behavior not too much different than the naked-mole-rat animal. It 

is here in most sports that natural singularity (synchronicity) between solo sports, group adventure sports or team sports that all is one and 

one is all. It is a singularity of energy information connecting through humans in the confined stressors of sports away from the technologies 
of electronic and digital. The necessity for humans to remember, retain and utilize this singularity is a must if we are to move on further into 

outer space exploration no different than the underground tunnels of sensing and compromising naked-mole-rats. 
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Moleology and the AI (Artificial Intelligence) Holocaust 
  

+  =   

The naked-mole-rat animals do not resemble anything human but only that behavior which may resemble the nurturing, of offspring (babies 

and children). It is during the upbringing of human children and their older years that eusocial behavior is forgotten and objects of desire are 

incorporated into their lives. These objects are placed in between the verbal communication, psychological understanding of environment 

through perceiving and true self-expression for the common good. Regardless of all humans age, education or wealth Americans more than 

any country are vulnerable to faulty thinking, perceiving, reaction and behavior due to an excess of natural resources consumption, objects of 

desire and self-absorption.   

 

As a result of all human’s faulty thinking in perception, reaction and behavior’s as all humans are imperfect anyways. Humans have moved 

further away from Moleology and most forms of authentic psychology that gives us eusocial behavior. This Tabula Rasa or clean slate as 

defined in Psychology is babies and children stuff only usually lasting for a hand full of years. After this time frame we take in our 

disconnected environment away every year from nature’s wonders and our own curiosities. It is here as we grow up we all begin to believe in 

what we want to believe, what we “know” as true and the digital world around us. 

 

This is the “Primordial soup of psychology” that could benefit humans and our planet in many ways. It is almost gone forever so to know one’s 

self in relation to one’s environment diminishes destroying our stewardship responsibility to planet earth. This is the stuff that helps create 

environmental holocausts through human pride.  

 

Most specifically as a result of an abundance of exploited and used up natural resources (empty land masses included), capitalism and human 

greed the disparity of real human connection through Moleology and its opposite objects of desire creates an almost impenetrable distorted 
perception between people regardless of what we call a “good” quality of life in American standards. The moments of true or realistic 

Moleology behavior through Moleology becomes an unknown or almost unnoticeable behavior to most all Americans.   

 

At some time in all of our lives, we have expressed, reacted or behaved in a eusocial way towards another human being. As for the naked-

mole-rat animal Moleology behavior is a part of their 365/24/7 life working around the clock for the common good. Most do not know it but it 

is the naked-mole-rat animal, bees, ants and termites that are scientific journal documented over the last hundred years worldwide as the 
only four animal species in the animal kingdom that are classified as eusocial. 
 

On the other hand human inventions of most kinds have left little room for eusocial behavior over the last two centuries and so. Humans are 

the most inefficient life forms on earth contributing to the most pollution, chaos and disease. Americans have spent the last five decades with 

the most excessive amounts of capitalism, consumerism and consumption ever in the history of the United States. In addition an excess 

amount of crime, poverty, disease and chaos has contributed to a non-eusocial society and culture in the United States. It is why here in the 
Journal of Moleology and Psychology that we must contrast in some ways our eusocial animals to that of humans so as not to forget the most 

primitive forms of behavior that have helped us survive for millions of years. 
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The naked-mole-rat Correlation with Humans 
 

   +   =    

It is human behavior contrasted with that of the naked-mole-rat in the world of sports that gives us insight into re-learned and expanded 
Moleology behavior that may be applicable in future humans endeavors on our planet and beyond.  For now we will see that naked-mole-rat 

contrasted to modern human behavior is far superior then any scientific creation in the United States. A prime example is the cohesive 

impenetrable gene pool in the naked-mole-rat for the common good of its queen, co-workers and off spring vs the rat race of our cities all 

over America for the pursuit of material goods beyond our means. It is often but not always the bare necessities of life that help humans stay 

and become more eusocial.   

 

Proven scientifically naked-mole-rats contradict human behavior and have little relevance in the human world of what we call social or 

eusocial. If there are any resemblances it usually shows up in University research, scientific journals, and history books. It is mostly all hype, 

exaggerated statistics and personal biased opinion trying to connect humans and animals easily as in only the good animal traits with keen 

helpful healthy senses.  

 

Upon closer inspection of humans their perceiving, reaction and eusocial behavior contradicts selfless, friendly helpful social and survival 

gene pool oriented behavior that one might think contrary to all animals on this planet. This “scientific proven knowledge” of helpful social 

people everywhere all over the United States of America in numbers and statistics is that if it did exist and was true, it would not be research 

but common knowledge no different than common sense from some ancient civilization thousands of years ago or even today in many parts of 

the world where the way of life is for most all to enjoy, happy and helpful.   

 

It was in some past human civilizations thousands of years ago such as the Roman Empire that such may have existed. More accurately it is 

the natives of the original land masses all over the planet that most past humans mimicked real animals and behaved friendly helpful towards 

their own gene pool. Looking at a different perspective and fact the United States of America being the newest colonized land mass on this 
planet we get a different story of a helpful social society within the realms of Moleology.  
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Moleology and Mars  
 

+ =  

In Moleology we move a step further into the realms of Moleology behavior automatically through planetary exploration such as Mars and 

beyond. These unknown adventures, new sports and success whether scientifically and experimentally as a team in changed environments, 
unknown environments and with new technology the game changes drastically. As we move closer to a real outer space future of extremely 

confined, constrained and a resource deprived life in some ways similar at moments to the naked-mole-rat the singularity of humans becomes 

a reality in many ways again apart from technology and of course with technology a pseudo hybrid of singularity. The naked-mole-rat 

singularity is real and has been for millions of years even within most animal species in one way or another. Moleology can become a real 

survival blueprint for humans away from technology in places where technology may not be applicable such as some outer-space explorations 

where the dangers and life deprivation of resources is extremely low.  

 

It is in the environmental constraints and stress of most sports that often creates eusocial behavior in humans. Just like the naked-mole-rat 

this animals extreme harsh environment of deprived basic necessities to sustain life, help bring out, influence and encourage this animals 

genetic behavior perfectly socially. The most profound scientifically recorded evidence of Moleology behavior on the planet is the naked-mole-

rat in humans it is often in sports and in outer space it is the dangers of a very extreme non-habitable terrain non-terra fauna environment of 

Mars that Moleology behavior is and will always be most applicable eve without sports. 

 

It is the psychological observations and history of sports that allow us to understand the important role of Moleology in psychology and our 

future of a mostly non-eusocial world for now on planet earth. It is here that science has taken over and realized the importance and 

applicability of eusocial behavior on planet Mars. It is the deprivation of basic life needs to sustain life on Mars that we will see the 

reemergence of true Moleology once again but on a different planet. Back to earth we must define Moleology for the purposes of far into the 

future generations of outer planetary exploration.  

 

Moleology is simply the study of psychological perception, reaction and behavior compromising between oneself, the environment and /or 
others in constrained sports environments. This behavior is rarely seen in America and other westernized countries. humans contrasted with 

this animal allow us to see differences in animal behavior vs human behavior and re-learn much that was lost by humans thousands of years 

ago as a result of modernization, industrialization, technology and the three c’s  of capitalism, consumerism and consumption. It is a possible 
blueprint to once again repopulate earth with the appropriate behavioral traits before we all end up robots. It is often the faulty thinking of 

humans and their creations of objects that humans turn to sedimentary or lazy psychology inclined for non-social, and anti-eusocial behavior 
in a catch twenty two helping no one not even one’s self for self-improvement.     

 
Whether it is the individual. A group or a team working for a common goal Moleology is the essence of eusocial behavior. From the solo 

outdoor adventure survival sports to group sports and team competition sports all is one and one is all. All who participate on both winning 

and losing sides should benefit in some way or another. Whether it is genetic, cultural or environmental circumstances Moleology behavior 
through Psychology encompasses all aspects for the common good for humans and the planets natural habitat in order to sustain Moleology 
behavior for humans. It is the one is all and all is one mentality through rewards and punishment that the possibility for real human singularity 

through Moleology can be achieved in human 
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Moleology, Paganism and Art 
 

+  =                                       

It was paganism that is to be the godly, superior and only way to attain truth, health and spiritual realization for any kind of personal and social 
problem. It still is even today through some third world countries that modern humans try to obtain wisdom, health and overall well-being 

through a variety of animals and their behaviors most of them not even considered eusocial. Our ancient civilizations historically may be more 

realistic in the application of Moleology than to our modern lives now in 2017 and beyond.  
 

In most sports Moleology is a driving factor before one can win and come out the victor. To win in play, to win in survival and win as a team has 

always been, since childhood, in the Olympics and most every day the most euphoric exciting rewarding experience compared to most all other 

activities. This is not only an American cultural norm and trait in sports but has been around the world since the beginning of time. Millions of 

years ago hunting, mating and the earliest forms of business commerce were identical to the earliest sports or recreation games known. 

Civilization would not have flourished in art, science and power of all sorts if it was not for eusocial behavior since the beginning of time. 

 

For now Moleology is only a viewable and very scant behavior’s in some environments such as sports in the United States. The importance of 

eusocial behavior is most noticeable in our animal kingdom where the real animal kingdom of a survival, play and win can have little difference 

than human needs in sports. It is here in the animal kingdom that humans got their psychology from by observing, mimicking, and learning 

through Moleology type animal behaviors. It is through trial and era that man millions of years ago were able to build on information, create 

and invent our modern world as it is today.  
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Moleology and the information highway molerat hunter snout 
 

 +  =  

It is still to the outer space limits of our solar system creating colonies on planets that will ultimately drive our smartest scientists to observe 
unknown life forms as in animals or more primitive types on other planets for survival and the survival for our astronauts.  We will have to 

learn again from other life forms as our astronauts encounter extreme new environments which may have no resemblance to planet earth.  

This proves again that humans must learn again from other life forms on far away planets to learn, adapt and survive on those  planets even if 

it is a variation of earth. These terrestrial environments once learned through experience will give man and women alike to once again play 

sports maybe of a different kind creating a variation of eusocial spirit. 

 

It is in scant moments of many sports that man and women alike have learned to mimic behavior often to survive, play and win no different 

than then the naked mole rat. It is through the basic psychology and today in Moleology 2017 that will give us a different perspective on how we 

perceive the world, interact between other human beings and view ourselves. It is in those moments of suffering, fun and challenge that will 

best define Moleology. 

 

The discovery of psychology today cannot be rediscovered but only in extraterrestrial environments. The first human beings on this planet and 

humans today is nothing more than Darwin’s genetic evolutionary theory. It is the animal to man genetic evolution over billions of years of a 

changing planet which continues today as part of a physically evolving, moving and changing universe. 

The need to belong, socialize and win through our senses is nothing more than instinctual drive a genetic trait still ingrained in us all. 

Unfortunately eusocial behavior is one of the least dominant traits that humans possess in America. It is in our outdoor adventures, sports 

and teams that can bring out eusocial behavior in us all for scant moments throughout our lives. These scant moments of Moleology is a result 

of modernization, technology and the want of goods beyond our needs. The more we consume the less of life we sometimes experience as the 

over-population leaves little room for enjoyment and the pollution of our life styles often create chaos making decisions based on object, time 
and space curvature an unrealistic life often based on the look of things rather than the enjoyment of simplicity,  
 

This genetic trait of Moleology diminished somewhere in the industrial era along with capitalism and consumerism centuries after Americas 

great global power and economic status. The American culture dictated the trends globally that was often counter to eusocial behavior. It was 
and still is a eusocial culture in most second and third world foreign countries. Because of less modernization, technology and money these 

countries are more prone to eusocial behavior closer to their ancestors, paganism and animals of eusocial behavior making these cultures 

less prone to diseases, crime and schizophrenic social skills. It is a situation, culture and life of order below and chaos above.    
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It is in the earliest life forms and their terra fauna environments that created man. It is in the perceiving, reacting, reas oning, logic and 
compromising behavior that evolved into the earliest forms of eusocial behavior. Moleology is seen in only a very few animals on this planet 

one being the naked-mole-rat a life of constant survival in extreme environments of deprived basic needs to sustain life. Moleology as seen by 
the naked mole rat is a prime example of what man in general has moved away from all over the planet. This dirt digging tunneling eusocial 

animal from the East African Continent grasslands is our reemergence of eusocial behavior not only on planet earth but on Mars space 

exploration where the discovery of new sports for survival, group and team sports will change how we view ourselves, others and our planets. 
 

The study of Moleology in the next century will disclose the minute changes in basic human perceiving, reacting, and behavioral. It is our 
foundations of B.F. Skinner, Ivan Pavlov, Darwin, Willham Wundt, Sigmund Freud and Carl Young that Moleology can be understood in many ways 

that will help us get out of the rabbit hole. 

 
Their psychological insight, discovery, creativeness and genius of these founders of Psychology are parameters for understanding the new 

basic variations of Moleology and friendly social behavior. It is human interpersonal communication converted through Moleology behavior that 

has moved mankind forward into great leaps and bounds in the greatest achievements in many areas but also forgotten information, distorted 

information and a negative impact on humans, our environment and natural resources.  
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Moleology and our Digital era 
 

+  =  

  

It was modernization, industrialization and technology that our ability to communicate through Moleology effectively diminished. The quality of 

interpersonal communication (face to face talking and behavior, not face book) slowly faded as new fads, objects of desire and devices phased 

in. As we lost much of the basic understandings of true psychology, interpersonal communication skills, Moleology and friendly social behavior 

the quality of life of Moleology turned into something else.  It was in objects of desire from excess consumerism that helped  create the 
backwards direction of our socialization through less distorted perception. We became a backsliding cul ture creating an extreme disparity of 

order and chaos.  

 

The question that we began to ask was which way to go, above, in-between and below rather than the best decision for ourselves, the common 

good and our environment. Our ability to become fully friendly social human beings became scarce fast as our socialization as babies, children 

and kids in America created an era of me and my objects compared to you and your objects life style of communication. As we will see this 
perceiving in the real wild animal world does not and cannot exist because of pure survival as an inherited genetic trait and other 

environmental factors of rewards and punishment. On the other hand Humans created their own cultural life style of perceiving  the world in 

its entirety through the eyes of objects making everything extremely easy, convenient and visual with the grasp of the hands. Our 

understanding of our world became a simple visual of something we could hold in our hands or visually see without any communication of 

depth replacing socialization in our country for hundreds of years to come. 

 

From the beginning of time and now planet Mars 2017 it is the psychology and psychology only that will determine the fate of mankind. It is the 

psychology of our digital era no different than thousands of years ago that Moleology and friendly social behavior will direct human civilization 

I a direction of success or failure. It is how we perceive ourselves, our environment and others in sports that will determine our outcome. It is 
the congregation or congregating of humans in eusocial interaction in sports specifically that will have the greatest impact on human 

decisions. These human decisions are best defined by the absence of objects of desire, freedom of thought and synchronicity through friendly 

social behavior through Moleology will define some of the most important decision making on our planet, our future and beyond space 

exploration.  
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In sports Moleology is a temporary way out from our bombardment of our digital devices, computers and toys of everyday life. It is here that 

we can comprehend Moleology in its purest form maybe even for a few scant moments. Then it is back to square one trying to repair new 
social problems, old diseases and a future unknown of every kind. It is more often than not the objects of desire contrasted with the present 

moment that will take control of our perception 365/24/7 rather than us taking control of time. It is here that we will eventually have to re-
doux, re-evaluate and repair the new minds of humans not too different than our original psychologists did a century ago. It is our original 

researchers, psychoanalysts and scientists again that laid out the basic blue print for the understanding of humans and their psychology. It is 

Moleology that we have a new variation blue print for human eusocial problems and the social implications as a possible cure for disorders of 
the mind. 

 
In 2017 and beyond some circumstances, situations and events will continue to be a necessity to carry on a tradition for the fun, real human 

eusocial behavior and progress. The profound effects of our digital devices, computers and space have on our psychology, biology, physiology 

and psychological behavior is only an aspect of a phase in the robotization of humans. In order to gain the most out of technology, psychology 
will always be utilized first more than most other aspects the information age such as responsible information, objects of desire and what we 

call as real living. It is the Psychology, Moleology and friendly social behavior organized in evolutionary information perfection that created and 
put humans on this planet. 

 

Through our rapid changing environments technology will continue to effect human interpersonal communication, reactions and ultimately 
behavior for centuries. The necessity of analyzing the core fundamentals and foundations of Psychology and the founders of psychology will 

one day be an absolute necessity for extraterrestrial environments if we are to survive.  It is in the end the human mind that will guide us in 

the direction of survival as environments constantly change so we change as well faster than any computer.  
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Moleology and our Information Highway 
 

  +   =  

Our information highways has made it easier than ever before, in so many ways, to share information often replacing eusocial behavior and 

substituting it with a form or variation of behavior that is not quite as real interpersonal communication. Our computer life simulation era has 

begun trying and encouraging humans to let go of a past and hop into a new era that is as good or better than something that may lead to the 

eusocial behavior of our ancient civilizations.   

 
It is communication of controlled perceiving, reaction and behaving of humans dependent on the interface of our digital and electronic devices 

that can often become an impediment for a human to try and understand Moleology and friendly social behavior more in-depth.  

 

It is a variation of psychology but not true to the founding fathers of psychology in the early nineteen hundreds. It is a new way to see or even 

perceive psychology or even label Moleology as something experienced online or through a digital device. In the end it is Moleology that will 
keep the dividing line between the more real eusocial sports behaviors and those in the cloud of our digital devices. The human essence of 

Moleology and where it fits in is a blue print for interpersonal communication and behavior to be modified for the new life of computers on 

earth and outer space exploration as in Mars. It is important to keep what is originally animal, pagan and human so we don’t forget the ma th 

and algorithms of Moleology. 

 

Moleology should dictate our psychology in many ways through a different perspective as we perceive our world through the non-digital 

worlds often I sports. The necessity of a Moleology culture with people should dictate and set the parameters concerning most of all eusocial 

activities in sports at least. For this reason the evolving Moleology through our connected world of computers and devices should be 

considered secondary or even tertiary labeling is as a pseudo culture based on human faulty thinking not much helpful for the common good. 
Since it is the culture of our connected world of material goods, things and objects that think the misapplication or academic journal distortion 

of the real meaning of Moleology needs to be put to rest as not applicable in our American culture. As country deficient in eusocial thinking, 

perceiving and behavior redefining an aspect of Psychology as in Moleology is a start for the technological era and the future of our human 

race but only in sports. 
 

Our digital era has taken off with huge changes in biology, physiology and psychology changing our human race like never before. As our 

planets population moves through the Nano speed of our information age, a changing environment and space exploration into the unknown. 

With this in mind we must adapt, cooperate or perish if we are to survive. At the other end of the spectrum we will slowly loose authentic 
eusocial behavior skills and behavior as an equal opposite reaction to technology. This is where the necessity of technology plays to record 

what is being slowly lost for future generations whether it be here on earth or Mars. It is human interpersonal communication and its 

Moleology behavior that has moved mankind forward into great leaps and bounds in the greatest achievements from the beginning of time.  
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Moleology down there, up here and over there 
 

   +  =  

This creates the necessity to stay friendly social in one form or another in all societies on our planet whether it be digital, interpersonal or 

something yet unknown to us we have not discovered. In order for the human race to survive whether it is on planet earth or on mars 

communication of most sorts but not all cannot ever be lost or erased unless humans cease to exist. It is ultimately in the constraints of our  

extreme environments that eusocial behavior will continue in bits and pieces in scant moments.
 

Although humans have not quite reached anything close to an authentic eusocial life it is at least with sports and Moleology that the singularity 

mind set of perceiving, reacting and behaving in a friendly social environment that Moleology can become a reality. As we learn from this pink 

rat and as we “progress and advance” as humans on our evolving planet the human imagination and ability to create also creates more 

pollution, more of a disparity between eusocial behavior and non-social or even anti-social behavior. It is a building of more walls of 

psychological impediments and an increased burning man as everyone does not work for the common good.   

 

Such is the advancement of human technology for humans to communicate in non-interpersonal ways without the irritation, stress and 

presence of oneself with others. It is therefore logical that our perception, reactions and behavior has changed psychologica lly without the 

interaction of our five senses. It is through interpersonal eusocial communication from hands on experience that we may experience real 

Moleology. Without this we may experience a sort of black hole, black rabbit or computer life simulation without all five senses. It is here that 

we will eventually need to reconnect in our highways, runways and connecting boroughs to bring back human behavior in general. In the end it 

is the mimicking of animals behavior that will save humans through Mole ology and ultimately the planet.  
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Moleology and forty years a hippodrone 
 

 + =  

The history books tell us one thing, show us something else and everything we call great on this planet is somehow attributed  to humans. In 

reality it is the evolution of animals and humans millions of years afterwards mimicking of animals behavior for survival. Our greatest sports 

achievements have always been done on the behaviors or skills of raw talent unrestrained by human intervention.  It is the cultivation, 

modernization and technological advancement that humans were able to refine such raw talent and call it theirs, their invention or their ideas 

in the end none of it is true. Again in the end the refinement of skills or behavior almost always ends up in little raw talent, minimization of 

Moleology and the decline in the progression of behavior benefitting the common good. The hippodrone to the wall of death to the wild boar 

does not create a Moleological society through Moleology. It is an unfair thing to label what used to be a connected world now a displaced 

chaotic world with Moleology forgotten and everything refined in human terms disconnected from reality, human nature and nature itself.  
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